May 2009
Club Meeting
PLACE:
DATE:
TIME:

Silliman Community Activity Center
6800 Mowry Avenue, Newark CA 94560
510- 742-4400
Wednesday, May 27, 2009
7:00pm

COMING EVENTS
Wed.

May 6

Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Livermore, 10am to 11:30am

Wed.

May 6

BOARD MEETING 7:00 PM – Fremont Adult School Room N-9

Sat.

May 9

CLUB BREAKFAST: At the Denny’s in Hayward on Whipple – 9:00 AM

Wed.

May 13

FLY TYING - 7:00 PM Fremont Adult School Room N-9

Wed.

May 20

Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Livermore, 10am to 11:30am

Wed.

May 27

CLUB MEETING 7:00pm Silliman Community Activity Center

Wed.

June 3

BOARD MEETING 7:00 PM – Fremont Adult School Room N-9

Wed.

June 10

FLY TYING - 7:00 PM Fremont Adult School Room N-9

Sat.

June 13

CLUB BREAKFAST: At the Denny’s in Hayward on Whipple – 9:00 AM

Wed.

June 17

Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Livermore, 10am to 11:30am
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MAINSTREAM is the monthly newsletter of the Mission Peak Fly Anglers’,
P.O. Box 7263, Fremont California. 94537.
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http://www.missionpeakflyanglers.org/index.shtml

Opinions expressed in articles appearing in Mainstream are those of the writer / author, and do not
necessarily represent the opinions or view of Mission Peak Fly Angler’s or its official representatives.
Permission is granted for parts of this newsletter to be reproduced. Credit should be given to the authors and
Mission Peak Fly Anglers.
E-mail address list
The club is compiling an e-mail address list for the use of club members. If you want your address included or wish to
have a copy of the list, send an e-mail to Craig Gittings at: craiggittings@sbcglobal.net

~~~~~ Notice ~~~~~
Members

The Newsletter will be coming out on the 15th of each month. Send your articles or information to the editor
by the 12th of each month at maljdunn@earthlink.net.
BUDDING FLY FISHING WRITERS
Here is your chance to gain some experience writing about your fabulous fly fishing trips to places near and far. The
club newsletter is seriously lacking in members written and photographic accounts of our fishouts. Of course you may
not think a trip to Putah Creek is worthy of such notoriety, but remember, many members have never been there and
would welcome a description of how your fishout went And as for a trip to Alaska or Baja, a story of your adventure
would be most appreciated. Send articles to the editor
NOTE FROM TREASURER, BILL PEAKES – Mission Peak Fly Angler’s patches and pins are available from Bill at
a nominal price. New members should have received either a pin or a patch when they joined; if not, call Bill Peakes
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The President’s Message
th

I waited to write this after Saturday, May 9 . I had a couple of options of what I wanted the message to convey. One
was about the fishing and how successful some members were (I wasn’t). However the topic that I chose is about
volunteering.
This last Saturday a group of volunteers from various fishing clubs headed out to Los Vaqueros Reservoir. This lake is a
water supply run by East Bay Regional Parks east of Livermore. It is stocked with all kinds of fish. I was there with
other fishers to provide assistance to a group of kids from a program called “C.A.S.T” (Catch A Special Thrill). Without
this Saturday event, these youngsters may not have had the opportunity to experience a day of fishing.
Just a few days before this event, a new club member, Marilu Sawyer, upon a request from Organizer, Gina Oltman,
asked if we could get a few more volunteers. A couple of phone calls later and voila, we had enough support volunteers
for the day. That was very cool. Did I mention very cool!!
Everybody especially the kids had a great time. The boat with Ken and Larry caught a carp. I believe Chuck’s youngster caught a trout. Top honors go to Mitch and Ed’s boat with a bass, trout and salmon. Unfortunately, Herb and I and
our young fisher, Kyle, came up empty. OH…… Did I mention all the fish were caught on worms? That’s right. I can
still say I am a dedicated fly fisher, not a bait dunker like these other guys.
Anyway, I am not saying that everyone must volunteer. Some people actually have to do that four letter word that ends
with a “k” and starts with a “w”. However, if you would like to help out there is another opportunity. There is a
C.A.S.T event planned on June 6th. This will be at San Pablo Dam Reservoir. If you are interested, contact Eddie Snow
at email ecsdct@sbcglobal.net.
I would like to thank those that volunteered and especially the people that invited me to participate. It was a fun day.
Wayne’s Wanderings

* * * * * * Video

Library * * * * * * *

MPFA Maintains a 200+ library for the benefit of its members and we need the help
of every member to keep it available to the entire membership.
We ask that you check out a video (Honor system) and return it within 2-3 months,
After the 2nd month the librarian will send the borrower an email or note reminding them
that there is a video(s) checked out in their name.
After the 3rd month the librarian and/or the secretary will send a note asking for the video
or $40 to cover the purchase of its replacement. Thanks
Your Video Librarian
Ken Brunskill

Special Bucket Raffle
The club has a Sage FLi series fly rod. 6wt 9ft 4 piece travel rod with a Sage fly reel model 2560 and a
Performance Taper 2, 6WF floating line. This complete outfit is worth over $700.00. If you need to add
another outfit to your collection the tickets are $2.00 each. The rod and reel will be available after the sale of a
minimum of 200 tickets. Contact Stephen Culp for tickets.
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Mission Peak Fly Anglers Board Meeting – May 6, 2009
President Wayne Culp brought the meeting to order at 7:04pm. Present were VP Ray Gauthier, Treasurer Bill Peakes, Secretary Dean
Lewis, Board Members Malcolm Dunn, Doug Fear, Harold Whitmore and Stephen Culp as well as Past President Craig Gittings. Also in
attendance were members Frank Rodriguez, August Abellar and Paul Lelis.

Old Business:


501c(3): Forms and papers are filled out. Denny (Wayne’s son-in-law and an attorney) will review the forms to make
sure they are correct. Denny does this type of work in his practice and is doing it for us for free. Stephen needs to
submit 4 years worth of income in the format the application requires. Everything should be submitted by June. Wayne
asked for a quick review of why we are doing this and we discussed the cost and the benefit to the club.



Kistler Fishout: Wayne went over the preparation for Kistler to fine tune our outing. He was making sure who
bringing what. He pointed out that the turnoff for Kistler Ranch is 18 miles from the last stop light in Oakdale.

was

New Business:


Treasurer’s Report: Bill reported that we are healthy.



Web Site: Wayne commended Ray for the fine work Ray is doing on updating our web site. Ray indicated that he us
using You-Tube to post the tying videos. He is only doing this if the tier consents to have it posted. Check it out.
http://www.missionpeakflyanglers.org/index.shtml



Los Vaqueros: Volunteers were still being accepted for the special needs kids fishout on May 9 at Los Vaqueros.



Club Roster: Wayne inquired as to why the club roster had some of the wives listed on a separate line and others were
not. Dean indicated that he listed wives on their own line if they had their own e-mail address and/or if they were known
to go fishing on fishouts or otherwise. Any wife wishing her own listing should ask Dean to do so.



Video Library: Wayne brought up the club video library. Some members have as many as 10-12 videos out at one
time. It was suggested that a member have no more than 3 out at a time. They would all have to be returned before the
member could take out anymore. So if a member has 3 out and returns one, they can’t take out another one until the
remaining two are brought back. Malcolm moved and Doug seconded we start this process. Motion carried. Ken
Brunskill will be contacted and we will work with him to assist in check out of the videos. There will be limited times to
do this at a meeting.



Gift Card: We received a $50 gift card from the Fly Shop in Redding. This was a thank you for placing an opening day
ad in last months news letter. We decided to use the gift card as a raffle prize at our annual picnic.



Fly Tying: We had a discussion regarding creating a yearly budget for the fly tying classes. Gene needs to acquire
supplies and printed materials from time to time. He has to get approval from the Board for these expenditures. Ray
moved and Craig seconded that we give him a budget of $200 for 2009 to be used at his discretion for the Fly Tying
Classes. He will still have to submit receipts, but he will not have to get approval of items prior to the expense. The
motion passed approving the discretionary fund for fly tying.



Donated Items: Paul Lelis brought is a large plastic storage container of fly tying supplies and/or other miscellaneous
fishing supplies donated to the club by Ray Martinez who used to run the “Fly by Night” fishing shop in Hayward. Ray
has lots of stuff stored in a storage facility. He is willing to let the club members purchase items at a discount. Paul was
asked to find out from Ray when a good day would be to hold an “open house” look and sale at this merchandise. Paul
said he would contact Ray and find out.

Dean moved and Ray seconded that the meeting be adjourned at 8:29pm – Motion passed.
Respectively submitted, Dean Lewis, Secretary.
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Conservation News
By Larry Dennis, May 2009
"Rivers and their inhabitants of the watery elements are made for wise men to contemplate and for fools to pass by
without consideration." ~ anon

Schwarzenegger: Water Conservationist or Big Ag Stooge?
Arnold Promotes Canal and Dams At Growers' Rally for Water
by Dan Bacher, editor of the Fish Sniffer
April 22, 2009 -- Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger has acted in a number of roles, ranging from the "Green Governor," to
the "Dam Builder," to the "Fish Terminator," during his gubernatorial career. He played yet another role, "Arnold, the Water
Conservationist," when he announced the launch of "Save Our Water” public education program by the state Department of
Water Resources and Association of California Water Agencies Tuesday.
“In California, water is essential to our jobs, our schools, our families, our environment and our economy," said Schwarzenegger. "With a drought, court-ordered water restrictions and an increasing population, the time for action is now. Making
sure Californians have the water we need to keep our economy strong and our people working has never been more critical.
This is what the „Save our Water‟ campaign is all about, and I encourage all Californians to be a part of the solution.”
However, the same Governor who on Tuesday called for increased water conservation joined a "March for Water" last Friday
sponsored by corporate agribusiness and the California Latino Water Coalition under the guise of a "farmworker" march.
Schwarzenegger used his speech at San Luis Reservoir, the last stop of the march, as another opportunity to push his
unsustainable proposal to build a peripheral canal and more dams.
In the eyes of Schwarzenegger and corporate agribusiness, building Temperance Flat and Sites Dams and "improving
conveyance" - constructing a peripheral canal - are the "solutions" to a crisis created by massive exports of northern
California water to grow cotton and other crops on land that should have never been irrigated, land filled with selenium and
other toxic minerals for which no drainage solution has ever been figured out.
The march had three goals, according to the organizers:
• to temporarily and immediately relieve "severe Endangered Species Act standards" that are preventing much needed
pumping from the Delta to other regions of California.
• Second, to urge state legislators to agree on one comprehensive water plan to put before voters as a bond measure in the
next election.
• Third, to call for public funds for those facing remarkable hardship and federal stimulus dollars to address shovel-ready
water infrastructure projects.
“This march is about opening our eyes to the reality of California‟s water crisis – and the reality is that farmers do not have a
reliable water supply they can count on, farm workers fear losing their jobs because crops are not being planted, and in
towns across the Central Valley, unemployment is skyrocketing,” said Governor Schwarzenegger. “I am determined to
getting a comprehensive solution done once and for all that will update our water infrastructure, increase our water storage
and restore our Delta.”
Schwarzenegger claimed that the lack of water "has forced California farmers to abandon or leave unplanted more than
100,000 acres of agricultural land" and total income losses to farmers and other businesses involved in crop production
could reach $644 million this year.
The Governor has supported the California Latino Water Coalition, chaired by actor and comedian Paul Rodriguez, since
its formation in 2007. The Governor first appeared with the Coalition in April 2007, when the group endorsed a water bond
including a canal and new dams, and again last July to highlight his "compromise plan" with Senator Dianne Feinstein, also
including new dams and "improved conveyance.
"We cannot ask a tree to wait a week, Governor," said Rodriguez after Schwarzenegger spoke, trying to convey a gloom and
doom scenario for west side San Joaquin Valley agribusiness unless water exports from the Delta pumps are increased.
"The tree has to have water. Our fields are turning into kindling wood. I know you have the power to do that. Everyone here
is on the same side. Now what do we do now?"
(Continue on page 8 Conservation)
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Monthly Programs
DATE

SPEAKER

May 27

Davis Lass from Trout Unlimited

June 24

Bjorn Stromsness

July 22

Casting– Pizza Night

August 26

TBA

September 23

Ken Hanley

October 28

TBA

November 18 3rd Wed

Matt Koles

PROGRAM TITLE

CA Drought-Rivers Presentation

Photo Tips

Truckee River

David Lass- Trout Unlimited
Our May Guest speaker will be David Lass who runs the Tahoe office for Trout Unlimited, a national sportsman’s
organization working to conserve, protect and restore North America's coldwater fisheries and their watersheds. From
the trout friendly town of Truckee, David looks over all public lands issues in the Sierra, and works to protect the last,
best places we have to fish. Currently, he works on two Wilderness campaigns in the South Lake Tahoe area, runs the
advocacy work to mitigate damage from unmanaged off-highway vehicle use on Forest Service lands, and spearheads
a new college outreach program aimed at getting the younger generation involved in the outdoors and conservation.
David attended Colorado State University and has traveled throughout the west in search of trout and the beautiful
places they live. As a passionate angler and conservationist, he is happy to call the Sierra his home. David is also
President of Tahoe Truckee Fly Fishers this year and runs their fly tying program. We, as a club, had sent out a plea to
members for letters directed to Tahoe National Forest Supervisor Tom Quinn late last year about off road vehicle
encroachment into the Little Truckee riparian areas. Because of the public outcry, those access roads are now closed,
as noted by Frank Pisciotta when he was here in February. I know that David appreciated any and all letters that were
sent regarding off road vehicle use along the Little Truckee River.
Title of Presentation: Protect, Restore, Reconnect, Sustain: A Watershed Approach to Solving California's
Water and Native Fish Crisis.
Topics Covered in Presentation:






Meiss Meadows Wilderness Campaign and protecting a Tahoe Native; Lahontan cutthroat trout
Success for the Eastern Sierra; Drafting a Wilderness Bill to protect our last, best places of wild
California
Klamath River Dam Removal Agreement; A multi-year effort of unlikely allies to restore salmon
and water to one of the west's most fabled rivers.
Off-highway vehicles on Public Lands; How the motorized age is waging war on our National
Forests.
Salmon 2040; Bringing back Coho salmon to California's North Coast.
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Annual Trout Bum Award
Starts Jan 1, 2009
Awarded by MPFA Board of Directors at December board meeting
Requirements: AMPLIFICATION
Candidates must:
Have fished 10 or more waters during the calendar year (no private pay to play waters) This means that the general public have unrestricted access at all times, without any special fees to the waters fished
.Waters may be tributaries of any river or lakes domestic or international
Meaning any named stream, river, or
section of river (As in Upper Sacramento R. or Lower Sacramento R. - would be two waters) in any country.
Used fly fishing tackle only Simply that!
Have fished for trout (This is a Trout Bum Award) Simply that!
The award generally will go to the person who fly fished for trout in the most public waters
Have reported to the club and shown photos to the club at a regular meeting
Reporting means informing the membership-simple as that - Does not mean that the person must give a slide show presentation, just tell the club where you fished, how you did, what you used - show some pictures.
The purpose of the award is to encourage members to explore, fish as many new waters as they can, tell the membership
about the experience there-fore encouraging others to do likewise.
Chairperson: Ken Brunskill
PROJECT HEALING WATERS .......... Attention Mission Peak Members .............PROJECT HEALING WATERS
A fine group consisting of (7) of our members as well as members from the Tracy & Diablo Valley Fly Fishers have
established a routine of the 1st & 3rd Wednesdays of every month visiting the Livermore VA hospital.
We are getting the veterans there involved in fly tying, casting, and watching videos from our library. Most of these
veterans are elderly Korean & Vietnam long term care patients, regardless they are enjoying the activity and we are
getting some very positive response – very rewarding!
At our April 15th visit I made contact with the Poly-Trauma Social Worker and Recreational Therapist and feel that we
will soon be working with Out Patients, these will more likely be recent returnees from active service.
So if you are inclined to be a part of this wonderful and worthwhile service to those who put it all on the line in service to
our country we can use you!
Gene & I discussed putting together a training so we can all get cross trained on the various components of what we do out there, so
I‟ll have that set up soon.

If interested please contact me, Thanks Ken Brunskill Email:steamntrout@comcast.net, Phone: 510.793.7913

Editorial
The fishout at Kistler Ranch was a success again this year. The fishing was great and the weather was very hot.
Everyone had a wonderful time. Many of our members also helped the boy scouts with their fly fishing merit badge.
According to several reports, the shad are in the American River. Some fisher people call this fish a poor mans tarpon.
The shad is a very feisty fish for its size. Its average size is only 2 to 3 pounds. Check the fishout list for the next club
outing.
If any member has any fishing trip stories to share with others, please email me photos and text and I will publish it in
the next newsletter.
Malcolm Dunn, editor, maljdunn@earthlink.net
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Conservation from page 5
UFW Refused to Endorse March
Schwarzenegger cynically invoked the memory of Cesar Chavez, founder of the United Farmworkers Union (UFW), at
the rally.
"César Chávez knew the power of a good march -- he led by example and he never stopped trying until he found a way,"
said Schwarzenegger. "And this is exactly what we are going to do. We never will stop until we find a way, find a way
together here, because this is the right thing to do, because we need water, we need water, we need water, we need
water."
In spite of Schwarzenegger's attempt to invoke Chavez's name at the rally, the UFW and other farmworker advocacy
groups didn't endorse or support it. In a press statement, the United Farm Workers described the march as a
"grower-sponsored march."
“We don't oppose farmers getting access to more water, but that access should be tied to farm workers‟ access to clean
drinking water in the fields," according to the UFW. "The State of California continues to fail at protecting that basic right
for farmworkers while Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger continues to oppose farm workers winning the right to protect
that right themselves. The union is focusing its efforts on immigration reform, the passage of the Employee Free Choice
Act for Farm Workers and better working conditions for the men and women who pick our fruits and vegetables.”
"In reality, this is not a farmworker march," said UFW president Arturo Rodriguez, as quoted in a New York Times article
by Malia Wollan on April 16. "This is a farmer march orchestrated and financed by growers."
Barbara Barrigan-Parrilla, campaign director of Restore the Delta, maintains that "turning up the pumps and increasing
exports," as Central Valley growers, Arnold Schwarzenegger and the Latino Water Coalition aim to do, "will just shift the
economic hardship from one part of the state to another."
Schwarzenegger and his allies are trying to pit Delta farmworkers against San Joaquin Valley farmworkers - and
recreational and commercial fishermen in northern California against Central Valley farmworkers and communities.
Powerful corporate agribusiness interests are trying to divide communities that have much in common with one another
by promoting a false conflict of "fish versus jobs" in order to ram through water policies that will only benefit rich and
powerful growers such as those in Westlands Water District.
"Pitting the needs of one farm worker community against another is wrong," according to Barrigan-Parrilla.
"Environmental justice advocates, who address environmental impacts on the poor and people of color, do not advocate
for the benefit of one environmental justice community against the needs of other environmental justice communities."
She emphasized. "Solving the economic challenges of farm worker communities in the Central Valley and the Delta must
be done in a compassionate and moral way so as to recognize the dignity of the work that farm workers perform in the
present, while providing them with new opportunities to become productive members of a diverse middle class California
economy. In addition, numerous workers in the fishing and recreation industries are workers of color who must also be
protected by environmental justice advocacy."

New Members
Gary Philips
Nancy Philips
Dave Fulthorpe
Ronald H.McGlaughlin
Gail McGlaughlin
Cathy Sechrist
Marilu Sawyer
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MISSION PEAK FLY ANGLERS

2009 FISHOUT LIST
DATE

LOCATION

TYPE OF FISH

FISHMASTER

COMMENTS

May 28-30

Burney Area

Trout

Wayne Culp

Weekday fishout

June 6

Yuba or American River

Shad

Jeff Lorelli

Sawmill Lake

Trophy Trout

Craig Gittings

Manzanita Lake

Trout

Mark Kaharick

Float Trip with Al Smatsky
Excellent Adventures – 1
spot left!
209-368-9261
8 angler max; if more interest we can add a weekday
fishout
Potluck BBQ

American River – Goethe
Park
Santa Cruz

Shad

Calvin Chin

Day Trip – meet in Cordelia

Surf Perch

Craig Gittings

Leave Fremont at O’Dark 30

Alaska Kenai Peninsula

Trout, Salmon, Grayling

Craig Gittings

Sept

Toulumne Meadows

Trout

Wayne Culp

Camp Out

Sept 11-21

Californian Stillwater Ramble

Trout

Ken Brunskill

Sept 12-13

Clark’s Fork

Trout

Bill Peakes

Central Sierra stillwaters
Combined with Clark’s
Fork fishout
Potluck BBQ

Oct 2-4

Trout

Craig Gittings

Oct 17-18

McCloud River and Reservoir
Eagle Lake

Trout

Mitch Matsumoto

Oct 23-25

Eastern Sierra

Trout

Jeff Lorelli

Oct 26

American River – Sailor’s
Bar
Trinity River

Salmon

Calvin Chin

Day Trip – meet in Cordelia

Steelhead

Calvin Chin

Weaverville Area – Red Hill
Motel: 530-623-4331

June 13
June 13-14

June 15
June - July
Aug 28-Sept 6

Nov 15-17

Camp at Ash Camp or B&B
in town of McCloud.

The above fishout calendar is tentative and subject to change. Always contact the fishmaster the week of the fishout to be
notified of changes due to weather and unforeseen circumstances. Also check the newsletter for detailed information on
fishing tackle, flies, directions and accommodations, as recommended by the fishmaster.
Note that only the fishouts shown in BOLD on this calendar are actually confirmed at this time; all others are tentative.
The actual dates of wintertime fishouts are highly dependent upon the weather conditions and will be confirmed by the
fishmaster the week of the fishout.
Your ideas for fishout locations are always welcomed by the club. Phone Jeff Lorelli @ 510-505-0136 to volunteer as a
fishmaster. The qualifications for a fishmaster are that you have a place in mind, know how to get there, and would
welcome some fishing companions. That is it, so sign up now!
There is 1 more space left on a guided trip for shad with Al Smatsky of Excellent Adventures. Call Jeff Lorelli
for details and reservations. 510.505.0136
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Flies of The Month
Bob Langland Ties Crane Flies

Bob Langland, last year’s Heritage Trout recipient and one half of the Trout Bum awardees will show us what happens when
you watch too many fly tying videos. This must have been during the recovery phase of his hip surgery. Bob Langland will
take us through the nuances of tying Crane Flies ala Bob Quigley style. A pretty unique fly, but lets read what Bob said in his
own words when asked about the pattern.
“This pattern was originated by Bob Quigley. It is one of about eight flies that appear in his DVD video
"Tying Bob Quigley's Signature Flies". I bought the video and decided that I would try tying all of them and I
thought this was one of the "coolest" of the bunch. Lynn and I have seen a lot of Crane Flies and never had
any patterns that would imitate them. Last year in early June we were camped at Burney State park and
there were literally thousands of these things all over the place. You couldn't walk anywhere without
stepping on them.”
We are honored with Bob Langland tying as I cannot remember the last time he was willing to share his technical tying
prowess. You won’t want to miss this tying night. Bob promises to include some video of Bob Quigley tying this pattern as
well. Between both of the Bobs one of them will show how easy they are to tie.
Spider Crane Fly
Hook
Thread
Body
Tail
Wing
Thorax
Post
Hackle

(originated by Bob Quigley)

#12 TMC or Targus 5212 or Mustad 9671
3/0 orange mono cord
Rusty deer hair
Rusty deer hair
Cree, or ginger variant hackle tips
Deer hair
Deer hair
Cree, or ginger variant or dyed grizzly saddle
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Rich and his big fish at the Kistler Ranch
Cody and his first fly caught big fish at the Kistler Ranch

August, the Orvis poster child with his first fish on with the
first cast with his new 6 wt rod. (Kelsey Bass Ranch)

Dean has it dialed in. We can’t show
you where and how he caught it.
(Kelsey Bass Ranch)

Cathy and her 1st fly caught bass at Kistler Ranch
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